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ABSTRACT: In recent years metal-assisted chemical etching
(MaCE) of silicon, in which etching is conﬁned to a small region
surrounding metal catalyst templates, has emerged as a promising low cost alternative to commonly used three-dimensional
(3D) fabrication techniques. We report a new methodology for
controllable folding of 2D metal catalyst ﬁlms into 3D structures
using MaCE. This method takes advantage of selective patterning of the catalyst layer into regions with mismatched characteristic dimensions, resulting in uneven etching rates along the notched boundary lines that produce hinged 2D templates for 3D
folding. We explore the dynamics of the folding process of the hinged templates, demonstrating that the folding action combines
rotational and translational motion of the catalyst template, which yields topologically complex 3D nanostructures with intimately
integrated metal and silicon features.
KEYWORDS: 3D nanofabrication, directed self-assembly, metal-assisted chemical etching, focused ion beam patterning

A

pplications of silicon nanostructures are becoming ubiquitous across a variety of technological ﬁelds. Integration of
even the simplest shapes (e.g., straight nanowires) into electronic
devices,1,2 batteries,3 thermoelectric devices,4 biochemical
sensors,5 and photovoltaic cells6,7 can signiﬁcantly improve their
performance. Further improvements could potentially be
achieved by utilization of more complex structures, in terms of
both attractive topological features and hybrid material combinations (e.g., metalsemiconductor composites). Quasi-three-dimensional nanostructures can in principle be made using
modiﬁcations and combinations of traditional 2D fabrication
techniques, such as bottom-up metal catalyzed vaporliquid
solid (VLS) growth8 or top-down lithographic and etching
methods,911 albeit with limited topological complexity. However, in order to fabricate complex 3D silicon nanostructures,
more sophisticated methods need to be developed. In recent
years metal-assisted chemical etching (MaCE) of silicon has
emerged as a promising low-cost alternative to commonly used
3D fabrication methods12 and has been successfully applied to
produce tilted and zigzag nanowires,1315 helical holes,1618 and
cycloidal19 and spiral19,20 trenches. In the MaCE process etching
of silicon is conﬁned to a small region surrounding a metal
catalyst template that can travel in three dimensions as it etches
into the silicon. In our recent work,21,22 we demonstrated that the
3D motion of catalyst patterns during MaCE can be controlled
by locally pinning them with an electrically insulating material23
r 2011 American Chemical Society

prior to etching. The pinning material acts as a fulcrum for
rotation of the catalyst structures, resulting in etching of silicon
features with rotational geometry. In this work we introduce a
direct patterning process allowing for single step fabrication of
2D catalyst templates with multiple thicknesses. We demonstrate
that a 2D metal catalyst ﬁlm divided into adjacent regions with
small and large characteristic dimensions is etched at diﬀerent
rates along the notched boundary lines, thus creating hinged
catalyst substructures that act as templates for controllable
folding of metal into 3D structures. We show that the folding
process combines rotational and translational motion of the
catalyst template and can be used to fabricate topologically
complex 3D nanostructures with various orientations. Additionally, we utilize this new patterning process to gain fundamental
insight into the inﬂuence of 2D catalyst template geometrical
features on the MaCE etch rate.
In the MaCE process, gold, silver, or platinum nanoparticles or
patterns etch locally into silicon when exposed to a solution
containing redox mediators, such as H2O2 and HF. Silicon
etching begins with catalytic reduction of H2O2 on the metal
surface which creates a local cathode on the etchant side of the
metal. This, in turn, injects holes into the valence band of silicon,
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leading to a hole-enriched region of silicon (Si*) below the metal
catalyst.12,19,24 The holes are consumed at the HF/Si* interface
by oxidation of Si0 to Si4þ producing soluble SiF62 and H2SiF6.
The etching process continues as the catalyst structure travels
into the regions where the silicon was removed, forming a mobile
galvanic cell as the silicon is dissolved. With proper etchant
composition, silicon dissolution is conﬁned to a region in close
proximity to the catalyst particle or pattern, creating high aspect
ratio nearly straight holes protrusions in the silicon.18,25,26
Area-selective MaCE of silicon can be achieved by directly
patterning metal nanoparticles and thin ﬁlms using colloidal
crystal or anodic aluminum oxide templating,2729 standard
lithographic techniques,9,19,20,30,31 microcontact imprinting,32
superionic solid state stamping,14 and focused ion beam induced
deposition (FIBID).21,33 Alternatively, area selective MaCE can
be carried out by localized blocking of the etching using electron
beam induced deposition (EBID) of a thin carbon layer beneath
a nanoporous metal catalyst ﬁlm.23 In this work, we report that
2D catalyst metal substructures (etching templates) can be
directly cut out of 50 nm thick uniform metal (Au) ﬁlms using
focused ion beam (FIB) milling (see Figure 1a). The depth to
which the Au ﬁlms are cut can be controlled by varying the local
ion beam dose. For example, an ion beam dose of 85 pC/μm2
results in a partial (≈35 to ≈45 nm) cut while a higher dose of
270 pC/μm2 ensures full penetration of the Au layer and some of
the underlying silicon. To complete the fabrication process, the
Au templates are etched in a mixture of HF, H2O2, and methanol
for a period of either 30, 90, 150, or 210 s (see Supporting
Information for further experimental details). As demonstrated
in Figure 1b and Figure 1c, nano- as well as microscale vertical
structures can be fabricated by etching catalyst templates that
have been perforated with small and large through-holes. The
remaining part of the Au ﬁlm adheres to and blocks the etching of
the rest of the silicon surface. Some local deformation and
occasional rupturing of the Au ﬁlm occurs for etching times
longer than 150 s (see Supporting Information for further
discussion).
While there have been some reports of faster etching
(downward motion) by smaller particles,12 a systematic study
of the inﬂuence of catalyst template geometry on the etching rate
has not been performed. As shown in Figure 2, in this work we
study the etching behavior of four sizes of square, circular, and
rectangular Au templates, as well as seven varieties of perforated
square Au templates. The geometry of the structures is designed
so that the inﬂuence of the Au surface area and the characteristic
length, deﬁned as the ratio of the cut out gold surface area to edge
distance, on the etch rate could be determined. The morphology
of the etched structures is characterized by FIB cross sectioning
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging. To avoid
shape distortion due to direct ion beam exposure and indirect
eﬀects, such as material redeposition, the etched-out structures
are ﬁlled with platinum using FIB induced deposition (see
Supporting Information for further information on the crosssectioning procedure). Typical results for etching the square
templates of varied sizes are shown in Figure 2a, with corresponding etching depths at diﬀerent times plotted for the
smallest and largest squares in Figure 2e. Results for two sizes
of rectangles and circles with similar areas are shown in Figure 2b
and Figure 2c, while results for perforated squares are shown in
Figure 2d. Initially all of the templates etch predominantly in a
direction normal to the silicon surface; however, prolonged etching (>90 s) of the smaller or densely perforated
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Figure 1. (a) Panoramic views and cross sectional schematics of the
fabrication process consisting of Au ﬁlm deposition, template deﬁnition
via FIB milling of the Au ﬁlm, and etching, along with representative
SEM images. (b, c) Examples of FIB-milled perforated catalyst templates
and resulting etched structures with (b) one large square hole producing
a ≈500 nm tall micropillar after 90 s MaCE etch and (c) an array of 400
small circular holes producing an array of ≈500 nm tall nanowires after
30 s MaCE etch.

(thus mechanically weaker) Au templates sometimes results in
their physical deformation and divergence from the vertical
etching path. In agreement with results of previous studies,12
we observe that the depth of etched-out features increases
linearly with time for all structures. As a consequence, we use
the etch rate as a criterion for comparison between the etching
behavior of diﬀerent Au templates. The etch rates are calculated
using the variance-weighted least-squares method from the
measured etch depth versus time data with exclusion of cross
sections where the depth could not be determined due to
nonvertical etch paths (for example, those seen in the cross
section of 150 s nanowire template etching). The compiled
results for etch rate plotted against the area and the characteristic
dimension of all the tested Au templates are presented in panels
2370
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Figure 2. Inﬂuence of Au template geometry and size on etch rate: (ad) Top and cross sectional SEM images of (a) ≈0.2 μm2, ≈1 μm2, ≈2.3 μm2,
and ≈4 μm2 squares, (b) ≈1 μm2 rectangle and circle, (c) ≈4 μm2 rectangle and circle, and (d) ≈2 μm by ≈2 μm perforated squares with varied hole
patterns etched for 30, 90, 150, and 210 s. (e) Plot of etched depth vs time and linear ﬁts of the data corresponding to the etching of the smallest and
largest squares in (a). (f, g) Plot of etch rate vs (f) total template area and (g) characteristic length of all tested structures. The insert in (g) shows a
corresponding loglog plot.

f and g of Figure 2 (a tabulated form of the results is available in
the Supporting Information). Etch rates for the uniform Au ﬁlm
templates with similar areas match regardless of the geometry
(square, circle, or rectangle) and generally increase with a
decrease in the area. However, etch rates for the perforated
templates do not match the etch rates of the uniform ﬁlm
templates with similar areas, and the data are generally scattered
suggesting that the catalyst-to-Si area is not appropriate for
scaling. Furthermore, divergence of the etch rates for the uniform
ﬁlm templates and the perforated templates with large holes
increases with decreasing total area. In contrast, when plotted
against the characteristic length in Figure 2 g, the etch rates for
the uniform ﬁlm and the perforated structures match well and
follow a consistent trend. Speciﬁcally, the etch rate scales with the
inverse of the characteristic length raised to the one-third power
(the exponent obtained from a linear ﬁt of the loglog plot in
Figure 2g is 0.345 ( 0.0524). The dependence of the etch rate

on the characteristic length explains why the uniform ﬁlm
templates with similar areas but diﬀerent characteristic dimensions greater than or near ≈0.25 μm, such as the circles and
rectangles in Figure 2b,c, etch at similar rates. Comparing the
etch rates of rectangles, squares, and circles with similar areas
becomes diﬃcult as the characteristic length falls below
≈150 nm. This is due to a large deviation of the vertical etching
path which occurs during etching of small templates. Nevertheless, the choice of the characteristic length of the structures as
the relevant geometrical feature which determines the MaCE
etch rate is further illustrated by observations from the densely
perforated nanowire templates, which exhibited an exceedingly
fast etch rate (≈0.0175 μm/s or ≈1 μm/min). In this case, the
total area was very large (≈3 μm2) while the characteristic length
is only ≈40 nm.
The etch rate of a Au template can be controlled by one or a
combination of a number of processes involved in MaCE such as
2371
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Figure 3. (a) Panoramic views and cross sectional schematics of a FIBmilled two part hinged Au template, along with representative SEM
images. (b) Schematic representation of the two part hinged Au
template folding dynamics. (c, d) Top and cross sectional SEM images
demonstrating time progression of (c) small (350 nm side length) and
(d) large (700 nm side length) perforated squares with a characteristic
length of ≈60 nm folding around a ≈6 μm2 uniform ﬁlm square.

reagent supply to the etch site, electron and hole transport to the
catalyst surface near the etching interface, or etch product removal. All
of these processes should scale linearly with the size of the etched
interface, which is proportional to the edge distance of the Au
template. The total volume of the silicon removed during etching
should scale directly with the area of the catalyst template. Thus is it
not surprising that the etch rate shows a clear dependence on the
characteristic length, which embodies both the edge distance and total
surface area of the completely milled Au template. For the perforated
square templates the decrease in the characteristic length is associated
with a minor decrease in the surface area but a major increase in the
edge distance. As a result of the increased length of the template edge
there is a signiﬁcant increase in the supply of the reagents near the etch
site. The sharp increase in the etch rate associated with the
characteristic length decrease, and with that enhanced access to
reagent, indicates that the reagent supply is the likely mechanism
controlling the etch rate for the present set of conditions.
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Next we demonstrate that a combination of the capability for
producing structures with desired etch rates (via adjusting of
template geometric layout) and the local thinning of catalyst ﬁlm
by partial FIB milling provides a new option for fabrication of
topologically complex 3D nanostructures. Speciﬁcally, we show
that by segmenting a catalyst template via a notched boundary
line into two parts with uneven etching rates, one can create a
hinged template which controllably folds into a 3D structure
during the MaCE etching process. Figure 3a shows an example of
a hinged Au template consisting of a small perforated square and
a large uniform ﬁlm square (with corresponding small and large
characteristic lengths that control the etch rate) separated by a
partially FIB-milled or notched line (hinge). As shown in
Figure 3bd, as the entire template begins to etch vertically
the smaller perforated part of the template etches faster and starts
to fold around the hinge. Consequently, a silicon structure
resulting from simultaneous rotational and translational motion
of the perforated part of the template is fabricated. After the
perforated part of the template rotates ≈90 about the hinge, the
fabricated silicon pillar is cut oﬀ from the rest of the substrate by
the edge of the vertically etching nonperforated (uniform ﬁlm)
part of the template. The folding motion continues until the
perforated part of the template rotates ≈180. During later stages
of the etching process, the perforated part of the catalyst remains
below the nonperforated part of the template while the entire
structure continues to etch vertically. Comparison of results
presented in panels c and d of Figure 3 shows that the angular
velocity, ω, of the perforated part around the hinge increases with
decreasing the side length, l, of the squares. For example, a
350 nm long perforated square completes the 180 rotation
within 150 s, while a 700 nm long feature rotates only to ≈50
during the same period of time. If the etching velocity normal to
the surface of the perforated part of the template at its outermost
point, vc, is constant and equal to the etching velocity of
unconstrained templates with the same characteristic length,
then ω ∼ vc/l for all values of l. While this relationship explains
the rotational motion qualitatively, quantiﬁcation of dynamics of
the catalyst template folding is further complicated by other
factors such as the vertical translational motion.
Having explored the folding behavior of two part hinged
templates, we now turn to the etching behavior of more complex
templates. As shown in Figure 4, our focus is on assembly of a
large equilateral triangle separated into four parts by a set of three
hinges. Short hinges divide the triangle into a polygon and three
small equilateral triangles (Figure 4a), while longer hinges
are designed to divide the large triangle into four equal size
equilateral triangles (Figure 4b). To increase their etching rate,
the characteristic length of the outer triangles is reduced by
milling out a triangular area (Figure 4a,b) or a set of densely
spaced small holes (Figure 4c) in their center. MaCE etching of
these four-segment templates, shown in Figure 4, clearly demonstrates simultaneous folding of the outer triangles around the
FIB-milled hinges toward the inner part of the template. The
hinges act as three independent axes of rotation oriented at 60
with respect to each other. As expected, triangles with short side
length rotate faster than those with the longer side length, while
the large triangles perforated by a single large hole and array of
small holes fold roughly at the same rate. Etching of templates
with outer triangles perforated with single and multiple holes
results in fabrication of three curved micropillars and three sets of
curved nanowire arrays, respectively. The close-up SEM images
in Figure 4c clearly demonstrate the unique curved geometry of
2372
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after 150 s of etching, the four triangle 2D templates nearly
assemble into an inverted triangular pyramid or tetrahedron,
suggesting that the method can be utilized to assemble a
complex, stand-alone 3D metal object from the 2D templates
during the etching process.
In summary, in this work we introduce a novel process in
which 2D hinged Au templates controllably fold into 3D
structures during MaCE of silicon. The process is enabled by
the ability to produce templates and controllably deﬁne hinge
points via FIB milling of the catalyst ﬁlms to diﬀerent thickness
and shapes. Investigation of the etch rate of a portfolio of
specially designed catalyst structures revealed the relevant characteristic length scale that allows one to control etch rate
irrespective of the total area of the catalyst ﬁlm. Armed with this
fundamental understanding, we explored the dynamics of the
hinged templates to demonstrate that the folding process combines rotational and translational motion, resulting in topologically complex 3D nanostructures combining the metal catalyst
and silicon substrate. The introduced metal template folding
process follows the same 2D-to-3D geometry transfer rules3437
(e.g., pattern-transfer of a 2D triangular template onto a 3D
pyramid structure) as micro-3840 and nanoscale41,42 self-assembly methods relying on stress-induced curvature. For completion
of assembly of 3D structures, a physical interconnection or
merging of individual folding components, analogous to the tin
hinge fusing process,41 could be achieved by edge milling into
self-locking patterns.37 The fabrication of topologically complex
3D silicongold composites introduced in this work should
open up new opportunities for optical applications, such
as fabrication of 3D photonic crystals,43 and biological applications such as 3D scaﬀolds for control of cell growth and cell
functions.4446
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